A P RO D U C T B Y

THE
AMERICAN
MUSCLE
GRILL

T

rue quality begins long before the 110,000 BTUs
of raw power hit your food. We know that every

detail matters, and every aspect of the AMG reflects
the innovation, precision, and workmanship that have
been put into it. In its heavy-duty construction, luxury
features, and sleek design, the AMG has surpassed the
standards of a grilling masterpiece. We’ve worked hard to
blow your mind, and this is the result - a truly badass grill.

Each American Muscle Grill features complete #304
steel construction and innovative designs for maximum
airflow. Dual spark, solid brass, flame-thrower ignitions
fire every time, and reversible V-Tech grates give added
control over heat-transfer. When using solid fuels, using
the gas or propane burners to jump start and accelerate
the priming process will get you cooking faster. The
AMG is designed for precision and speed, and it delivers
with style and power.
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If you have room for just one grill,
look no further than this masterpiece.
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e can argue all day about the convenience and consistency of gas vs. the bold flavor of
charcoal. Why don’t we put an end to the argument and just burn it all? Leave indecision

at the door and rev-up this multi-fuel monster, enjoying the perks of gas, charcoal, wood chunks,
pellets, infrared, or all of them at the same time - all in a single BBQ. Use your gas to ignite the solid
fuels in just seconds, or don’t. The choice is yours when you have the best of both worlds at your
fingertips. With 36” and 54” models the biggest decision you’ll be left to make is how big you want
it - big, or BIG.

A ME RICA N M USCL E G R I L L

36 ” AMG

5 4” A MG

WORKM A N S H I P, F E AT UR E S A ND I N N OVAT I ON
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#304 stainless steel construction
16 gauge double-lined hood with spring assist
Full width hood handle
Hood vents for heat control
Solid brass, f lame thrower valve ignition
22,000 BTU main burners
14 gauge #304 stainless steel burners
12 gauge #304 burner covers
Reversible 9 gauge v-shaped grates for cooking
versatility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi fuel capability
Patented 12 gauge solid fuel trays
Grate lifting tool for solid fuel refilling
High efficiency interior cooking lights
LED lights over each knob
Easy-clean drip pan with drain system
Built in rotisserie spit storage
Tested to the ANSI Z21.58/ CGA 1.6
Built, factory tested, and serviced in the USA.

AVA I LA BLE AC C E SSO R I E S

I N C LU D ED AC C ES S O R I ES

•
•
•
•

•
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•

Commercial grade rotisserie kit with 100 lb. motor
Drop-in sear burner
Cart cover
Matching island components

Grilling hloves
Cover (grill)
Grate holder tool

BURN IT ALL

BE COOKING OVER SOLID FUEL IN 3 MIN.
INNOVATION

CONVE NIE NCE

FLEXIBILITY

Put innovation in the chef’s hands with the
creative Multi-Fuel Tray System, which
enables grilling with any combination of
solid fuels.

Take advantage of the convenience of gas
or simply use it to ignite those solid fuels in
seconds with the robust 110,000 BTUs of grilling
horsepower. The American Muscle Grill is the
top performer in any class while offering the
best of all fuels in one package.

Get the flexibility of a multi-fuel
chameleon and the raw power of a
champion that outclasses any of its singlefuel challengers.
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OUTDOOR KITCHEN
COMPONENTS

O

ur premium Double-lined construction provides the extra insulation and resilience needed against the elements, and
a thicker flange provides a sturdy, seamless fit and elegant style that will work with any counter-top and island finish.

Soft closures bring the luxury of an indoor kitchen to the outdoor space. AMG components also feature complete #304
construction, reversible door mounting, magnetic latch, smooth gliding drawers on heavy-duty tracks, and limited lifetime
warranty.

AMG P OWE R BU R NER

T

A MG 36” D O UB L E D O O R

A MG STO R AG E D R AW E R

A MG PA N T RY C OM BO

Bring convenient, needed storage to your outdoor
kitchen with our 36” AMG Double Door, that
provides easy access to your BBQ Island, efficient
storage solutions for cooking tools and utensils, and
durable construction for the outdoors. All doors
offer easy flush mounting, a handy magnetic latch
to keep doors closed and secure, all #304 stainless
steel construction, stainless steel mounting flange,
matching American Muscle Grill handle, and
limited lifetime warranty.

For added efficiency and function, the AMG Storage Drawer maximizes the space and design of your
outdoor space. Built to last, our drawers are manufactured fully enclosed with all #304 stainless steel
construction for maximum protection from the
outdoors. Each drawer features a stainless steel
mounting flange, heavy duty tracks for smooth gliding, matching American Muscle Grill handle, and
limited lifetime warranty.

For added storage and flexibility, the AMG Pantry
Combo combines two soft-closing drawers and one
access door in a single sealed enclosure. Manufactured with the same durable, all #304 stainless steel
construction as the other AMG storage, this storage
combo is built to endure the elements. The AMG
Pantry Combo features matching American Muscle
Grill handles, stainless steel mounting flange, heavy
duty tracks for smooth gliding, and limited lifetime
warranty.

REFRIGERATION

urn up the heat in your outdoor kitchen with the all-new AMG Power Burner. The Power Burner features a cast
stainless burner with dual burner rings for temperature control that boasts up to 60,000 BTUs. With a removable

center grate system that allows for wok cooking as well as large pots and pans, you’ll never run out of recipes to try. The
power burner also comes with front panel LED lighting that will compliment the American Muscle Grill.

AMG P OW ER BURNER
Combine the comfort of an indoor kitchen range with all the benefits of being outside.
Specially designed for performance and function, our AMG Power Burner is the perfect
addition to your outdoor kitchen. Commonly used for finish cooking, sauces, or heating foods that require more controlled temperatures than your grill, the Power Burner
offers the convenience of range top cooking and grilling simultaneously. The American
Muscle Grill Power Burner features #304 stainless steel construction, 60,000 BTUs of
power, heavy stainless steel grates, stainless steel lid, matching AMG front face design,
and industry-top warranty.
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AMG OUTDOOR FRIDGE

S TA I N L E S S R E F R I G E R AT O R

S U M M E R S E T R E F R I G E R AT O R

There’s nothing like a cold drink on a hot summer
day, and with the AMG Outdoor Fridge, those
drinks are always close at hand. With up to 5.5 cubic feet of storage and wire shelving, this appliance
keeps your food and drinks cold and fresh for efficient outdoor cooking and entertaining. All AMG
Outdoor Refrigerators offer durable construction
to handle the elements, sealed back for energy efficiency, temperature control, adjustable legs for leveling, and matching American Muscle Grill style
and hardware.

Bring the function of your indoor refrigerator
outside with matching performance and design.
This Stainless Refrigerator features up to 4.6 cubic
feet of storage and glass shelving to facilitate food
preparation and storage needs for your outdoor
kitchen. With all #304 stainless steel construction,
sealed back for energy efficiency, temperature control, crisping drawers, adjustable legs for leveling,
and sleek built-in design, this refrigerator extends
the comfort and utility of modern appliances to the
outdoors.

With up to 4.6 cubic feet of storage and glass shelving, the Summerset Refrigerator expands the entertaining potential of your outdoor space. Convenient and durable, all Summerset Refrigerators
offer long-lasting construction for the outdoors,
sealed back for energy efficiency, temperature control, crisping drawers, adjustable legs for leveling,
and smooth design. Featuring the sleek Summerset door with built-in handle, this appliance brings
an integrated, natural flow to the outdoor kitchen.
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AMG CARTS

E

njoy the benefits of luxurious outdoor kitchen style living with our massive island sized AMG carts. American Muscle
Grill carts are equipped with heavy-duty, luxury design features in the convenience of a #304 Stainless Cart. The sleek

cart designs include 3 utility drawers for grill accessory storage, along with a large storage drawer to conveniently organize all
fuel types. (54” includes 2 storage drawers).

ACCESSORIES

E

ach chef has their own methods and techniques, and each outdoor space has its own constraints and challenges.
Customize your American Muscle Grill and outdoor kitchen with these optional accessories. Featuring matching design

and workmanship, these accessories bring practical utility and maximized function to suit your individual preferences.

A MG G R IL L C OV E R
For the ultimate protection, cover up your
American Muscle Grill with a heavy-duty AMG
Grill Cover. Our crack resistant, 2-ply vinyl covers
offer UV protection and a smooth polyester-lined
interior to keep your grill un-scuffed. They also
feature a custom drawstring and clasp to secure
the cover to the grill and protect it from debris and
heavy dust during windy conditions.

A MG SEAR BURNER
The innovation of the American Muscle Grill is
the multi-fuel functionality, and this is further
enhanced by the optional plug and play AMG Sear
Burner. The powerful infrared heat beautifully
sears in just minutes, providing more cooking
versatility in combination with other fuels. For
maximum flexibility, the AMG Sear Burner can
be installed in four of five burner locations as the
preparation demands.

AMG GRIDD LE
Breakfast, burgers, veggies, stir-fry you name it!
Whatever the occasion the ALL-NEW Griddles
are perfect for upgrading your grilling options!
Built in the U.S.A. with #304 stainless steel, the
Summerset griddle plate gives you 212 sq. in. of
grilling space and the AMG griddle plate gives you
an incredible 312 sq. in. of grilling space!
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36 " A MG CART

54" AMG CART

A GRILL CRAFTED FOR
EVERY AMERICAN

W

ith design features that take their ques from the American Muscle Cars of the sixties, the American
Muscle Grill was built to give outdoor chefs everywhere, the convenience of a gas grill with the

great smoky flavor you only get cooking over a fire.

Manufactured at our headquarters in Huntington Beach, California, The American Muscle Grill is built
using the highest quality materials with the best warranty in the industry. So whether you are serving up
burgers at your next family gathering or getting serious serving steak and lobster to your special friends, the
American Muscle Grill has the power you want in a performance grill.

WARRANTY
GRILLS
• Limited Lifetime warranty on hood, basin, front panel,

COMPONENTS
•

grates, valves, burner covers and fuel trays.

Limited lifetime warranty on construction,
workmanship and materials for all stainless steel

• Lifetime Warranty on stainless steel tube burners.

components, including doors, drawers, ice chests,

• Limited 1-year warranty on all electrical.

beverage centers, sinks and grill liners.

*Limited Lifetime Warranty covers defects in manufacturer’s
materials and workmanship. Warranty claims are valid

•

1 year on all other parts and electrical

•

Limited (5 year) warranty on carts.

•

Limited (1 year) warranty on grill covers.

for original purchaser with proof of purchase and photo
documentation of defect. Products must be registered within
30 days of purchase with valid registration form. All warranties
are subject to manufacturer review.

*Warranty covers rust through only and does not cover
surface rust, discoloration or oxidation as they can occur
from harsh environments and corrosive chemicals. Warranty
does not apply to commercial applications. Warranty does
not cover damage resulting from improper installation, abuse,
alterations, misuse, or improper care.
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